


Disclaimer

The following presentations contain forward-looking statements and information on the business development of the Volkswagen Group. These statements may be 
spoken or written and can be recognized by terms such as “expects”, “anticipates”, “intends”, “plans”, “believes”, “seeks”, “estimates”, “will” or words with similar 
meaning. These statements are based on assumptions relating to the development of the economies of individual countries, and in particular of the automotive industry, 
which we have made on the basis of the information available to us and which we consider to be realistic at the time of going to press. The estimates given involve a 
degree of risk, and the actual developments may differ from those forecast. The Volkswagen Group currently faces additional risks and uncertainty related to pending 
claims and investigations of Volkswagen Group members in a number of jurisdictions in connection with findings of irregularities relating to exhaust emissions from 
diesel engines in certain Volkswagen Group vehicles. The degree to which the Volkswagen Group may be negatively affected by these ongoing claims and investigations 
remains uncertain.

Consequently, a negative impact relating to ongoing claims or investigations, any unexpected fall in demand or economic stagnation in our key sales markets, such as in 
Western Europe (and especially Germany) or in the USA, Brazil or China, will have a corresponding impact on the development of our business. The same applies in the 
event of a significant shift in current exchange rates relative to the US dollar, sterling, yen, Brazilian real, Chinese renminbi and Czech koruna.

If any of these or other risks occur, or if the assumptions underlying any of these statements prove incorrect, the actual results may significantly differ from those 
expressed or implied by such statements.

We do not update forward-looking statements retrospectively. Such statements are valid on the date of publication and can be superseded. 

This information does not constitute an offer to exchange or sell or an offer to exchange or buy any securities.
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Group deliveries
(vehicles)

10.3m

Successful operating performance in 2016

Sales revenue

€217.3bn

Operating result
(before special items)

€14.6bn

2015 2015 20152016 2016 2016

+4%
vs. prior year

+2%
vs. prior year

+14%
vs. prior year



Clearly positive operating result in spite of significant special items once again 

€14.6bn €7.5bn

€6.4bn
€7.1bn

of which: diesel issue

Operating result
after special items

Special itemsOperating result
before special items



“In 2016, the Volkswagen Group put up 
one of its best operating performances –
despite the crisis.”



“The Volkswagen Group is very robust, 
in both operating and financial terms. 
That gives us confidence for the future.”

Porsche Panamera Turbo S E-Hybrid: Consumption petrol in ltr/100km, combined 2,9; CO2 emissions in g/km, combined: 66; electric power in kWh/100 km, combined 16,2; Efficiency Class: A+

*



Substantial progress in our 5-point program
Q1/2016

Management of the diesel crisis
 Operational crisis management
 Successful recall actions
 Securing liquidity 

Clarification 
 Internal investigations
 Optimization of compliance and risk reporting

New structure

 New Group structure
 Model line organization
 Group functions
 Lean reporting 

New mindset
 Evolution of corporate values
 Evolution of leadership model

New destination  Development of TOGETHER – Strategy 2025

Q1/2017



How we are realigning our corporate culture

INTEGRITY

Brand leadership principles

Group leadership model

Group values

Group strategy



The basis for our cooperation is mutual trust.

We are genuine with one another.

We work together in a straightforward and reliable way. 

We are open-minded to each other.

We work as equals.

The right choice can only prevail over one dictated by power 
if rank, position and origin are not as important.

We are connected in terms of business and friendship and 
we stay united.

How we work together in the Group
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Our way forward: from 5-point program to 1+4 Group goals

2016: 5-point program

“Diesel”

Transformation 
of the Group

Management of the diesel crisis

New mindset

New structure

Clarification

New destination Promote and live new corporate culture

2017: 1+4 Group-wide goals

+
Focus on successful operating business

Further efficiency gains and synergies

Drive forward Strategy 2025

Ongoing resolution of the diesel crisis



Group deliveries
(vehicles)

2.5m

Volkswagen Group developed very well in Q1 2017

Sales revenue

€56.2bn

Operating result

€4.4bn

Q1 
2016

Q1
2016

Q1
2016

Q1
2017

Q1
2017

Q1
2017

-0.5%
vs. prior year

+10.3%
vs. prior year

+39.5%
vs. prior year

(before special items)



Our outlook: expected continuation of the positive development in fiscal year 2017 

Well-filled pipeline with some 60 new vehicle launches

Deliveries to customers
Moderate increase on prior year

Sales revenue 
Increase by up to 4%

Group operating return
Target range of 6.0 to 7.0%

Porsche Panamera Turbo: Consumption petrol in ltr/100km, combined 9,4-9,3; CO2 emissions in g/km, combined: 214-212;  Efficiency Class: D

*



“Our long-term strategic aspiration: to play a 
leading role in shaping the future of automobility.”



Our future program: clear guiding framework



Transform 
core business

Build mobility 
solutions business

Secure funding

Strengthen innovation power

Our focus: the four central areas of action in our Group strategy



The Volkswagen Group 
is opening up

 Develop new business opportunities and drive
new technologies together with partners

 Enter booming economy segment

 Develop attractively priced electric vehicles for China

 Integrate artificial intelligence in our vehicles



The Volkswagen Group
drives electric

 By 2025: >30 new fully-electric vehicles

 New architecture for electric vehicles

 “Center of Excellence” for battery competence

 Joint venture for European fast-charging network

 Internal combustion engines becoming cleaner 
and more efficient



The Volkswagen Group 
drives autonomously

 SEDRIC is Volkswagen Group´s first self-driving car

 “Level 5”: autonomous driving with no steering wheel and pedals

 Autonomous Intelligent Driving GmbH established

 Production-ready by 2021: own self-driving system



The Volkswagen Group 
is moving closer to customers

 MOIA: new mobility solutions business

 Focus on ride hailing by app

 In future: own shuttle services in big cities

 Cooperation projects in China initiated

 RIO: cloud-based operating system for commercial vehicle sector



The Volkswagen Group 
is becoming more innovative
 Focus on “User Experience”

 Currently 37 competence centers and digital labs worldwide

 > 2,000 specialists working there on the mobility of the future

 Testing the use of quantum computers

 Virtual Engineering Lab in Wolfsburg



The Volkswagen Group
is becoming more efficient

 Securing funding for future investments

 More efficiency and productivity throughout the Group

 Example: Volkswagen brand “Zukunftspakt”

 Audi and Porsche: new development cooperation



“Driving the
change”

2018 + “Full speed
ahead”

2017 “Much more
than Diesel”

2016

How we are driving
the Volkswagen Group forward

“Mission accomplished”

2025




